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Simulation studies of heavy ion heating by current-driven instabilities
M. Toida,a) T. Maeda, I. Shiiba, A. Sugishima, and Y. Ohsawa
Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan

~Received 22 June 2000; accepted 5 September 2000!

Nonlinear evolution of current-driven instabilities and associated energy transport among different
particle species are studied by means of a two-dimensional, electrostatic, particle simulation code
with full ion and electron dynamics. The plasma is assumed to consist of hydrogen~H! and helium
~He! ions and electrons with the electron temperature larger than the ion temperatures; the electrons
drift along a uniform magnetic field with an initial speed equal to the thermal speed. Then,
simulations show that after the development of ion acoustic waves and fundamental H cyclotron
waves, second harmonic waves are destabilized due to the change in the electron velocity
distribution function parallel to the magnetic field,f e(v i). Even though the linear theory based on
the initial conditions predicts that the second harmonics are only marginally unstable, they
eventually grow to the largest amplitudes and heat He ions more significantly than H ions. The
instabilities of these three kinds of modes with different phase velocities give rise to flattening of
f e(v i) over a region larger than the thermal speed. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heating and acceleration of heavy ions are often
served in space plasmas. For instance, heavy ions as we
hydrogens are accelerated to high energies (*MeV! in asso-
ciation with solar flares. The elemental compositions of th
high-energy heavy ions are, on average, quite similar
those of the background solar coronal plasma.1,2 This was
demonstrated in simulations showing that a large-amplit
magnetosonic wave can accelerate all the heavy ion
nearly the same speed.3,4 Also, in some solar flares, the abu
dance of3He is increased in energetic particles.5–8 In those
3He-rich events, the abundances of heavier ions such as
Si, Mg, etc. also tend to increase.9–11 Furthermore, in the
Earth’s ionosphere, oxygen ions, O1, are known to be heate
perpendicular to the geomagnetic field.12–14

Many of the events of heavy-ion energization rema
unresolved. For the3He enrichment or O1 heating, cyclotron
resonances between particles and waves destabilized by
tron currents are thought to play an essential role, and sev
theoretical models have been proposed.15–21 However, theo-
ries quantitatively explaining the observations have not b
established. To do this, we need to develop a theory wh
treats, in a self-consistent manner, both the nonlinear ev
tion of instabilities and energy transport among different p
ticle species.

In this article, we study current-driven instabilities an
associated energy transport in a plasma containing mul
ion species in a uniform magnetic field by using a tw
dimensional ~two space and three velocity component!,
electrostatic, particle simulation code with full ion and ele
tron dynamics. We would like to investigate how instabiliti
grow and how the particles gain or lose energy in a mu

a!Electronic mail: toida@phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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ion-species plasma. We are particularly interested in whe
and how the heavy ions can be heated.

The plasma is assumed to have hydrogen and hel
with the density rationHe/nH50.1, as in space plasmas.2 The
electrons drift along the magnetic field with the initial spe
equal to the thermal speed,vd5vTe. The electron tempera
ture is taken to be higher than the ion temperature,Te

55TH . In these circumstances, the linear theory which
presented in Sec. II predicts that ion acoustic waves
hydrogen~H! cyclotron waves are unstable, with the form
having much greater growth rates; He cyclotron waves
stable.

Certainly, as described in Sec. III, simulations show th
the ion acoustic waves and H cyclotron waves are unsta
The former initially grow fastest. However, they quick
saturate to small amplitudes. The fundamental H cyclot
waves then begin to grow rapidly. In addition, after the
saturation, the second harmonic H cyclotron waves are
stabilized. Even though they are only marginally unstable
the initial state, they grow to the largest amplitudes. Beca
of the interactions with these waves, the electron para
distribution function,f e(v i), eventually has a large platea
region, ranging from the phase velocities of the ion acou
waves to those of the second harmonic H cyclotron wav
Furthermore, the second harmonic waves heat He ions in
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field through cyc
tron resonance. This heating is more significant than
heating of H.

We note that the heavy ion heating is sensitive to
electron temperature.15,22 If, as in this article,Te is much
higher thanTH , then the frequencies of H cyclotron wave
could be close to (n11/2)VH ~Ref. 23! (n denotes integer,
while ne,nH andnHe denote the densities of electrons, H, a
He ions, respectively!. Thus, the heavy ions with charge-to
mass ratioZj /Aj;

1
2 ~and thereforeV j;VH /2) could reso-
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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nate with the H cyclotron waves; here, the subscriptj refers
to ion species.

Studies are often made under the assumption thatTe is
much higher thanTi .

15,24 Such studies are meaningful b
cause the temperature relaxation time between electrons
ions (tei) is much longer than the relaxation times of ele
trons (tee) and ions (t ii ) ,

tei :tee:t ii;mi /me:Ami /me:1, ~1!

wheremi and me are ion and electron masses, respective
Observationally, for instance, the presence of very hot e
trons is suggested in the loop-top hard x-ray sources in s
solar flares.25 Also, fluxes of electrons with a broad energ
distribution are sometimes observed in the Eart
ionosphere.14

A summary and discussion of our work is given in Se
IV. The present result indicates that the waves that are
dicted to be stable by the linear theory based on the in
conditions can grow due to the change in the velocity dis
bution functions. These waves can strongly influence the
ergy transport. Also, because of the resonances with sev
different modes, a velocity distribution function can be d
formed for a large velocity region. Evidently, the line
theory alone cannot predict these effects.

II. LINEAR THEORY

We analyze current-driven instabilities in a plasma co
sisting of H, He, and electrons. We assume that the ions h
isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution functions att50,
and the electrons drift along the magnetic fieldB; the initial
electron distribution function may be written as

Fe0~v i ,v'!5
1

~2pvTe
2 !3/2

expS 2
v'

2

2vTe
2 D g~v i!, ~2!

which is normalized so that*Fe0d
3v51. The subscripti and

' denote quantities parallel and perpendicular to the m
netic field, respectively;g(v i) is the parallel distribution
function.

Then, from the set of Vlasov equation and Gauss’s la
the linear dispersion relations of electrostatic waves
given as26,27

11 (
j 5H,He

1

k2lDj 2 F11 (
n52`

`
v

A2kivTj

ZS v2nV j

A2kivTj
D Gn~m j !G

1
vpe

2

k2 (
n52`

` E dvS nVe

v'

]Fe0

]v'

1ki

]Fe0

]v i
D

3
Jn

2~me!

kiv i2~v2nVe!
50, ~3!

where the subscriptsj and e refer to the ion species and t
electrons, respectively;k is the wave number;lDj is the De-
bye length;v is the complex frequency;V j is the cyclotron
frequency (Ve,0); vpe is the electron plasma frequenc
andZ is the plasma dispersion function defined as28
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Z~j!5
1

Ap
E

2`

`

dx
exp~2x2!

x2j
. ~4!

Also, Jn is the Bessel function of thenth order, andGn(m j )
is Gn(m j )5I n(m j )exp(2mj), whereI n is the modified Besse
function of thenth order. The quantitym j is defined asm j

5k'
2 r j

2 with r j being the gyro-radius,r j5vTj /uV j u.
We can analytically find linear growth rates of io

acoustic waves and H cyclotron waves under the assu
tions that

uv2nV j u/~kivTj !@1, uVeu/~kivTe!@1. ~5!

If we retain the lowest-order (n50! terms of electrons and
ions in Eq.~3!, we obtain the growth rates of ion acoust
waves as

g.
v r

3Ap

ki
2( j 5H,Hevpj

2 G0~m j !
F vTe

lDe
2

]g

]v i
U

v i5vr /ki

2 (
j 5H,He

1

lDj
2

vG0~m j !

kivTj
expS 2

v r
2

2ki
2vTj

2 D G , ~6!

wherev r is the real part ofv. The first and second term
represent the inverse Landau damping due to electrons
the ion Landau damping due to H and He, respective
When the ion Landau damping is negligible, the growth r
is proportional to]g/]v i at v i5v r /ki .

Retaining then50 term of the electrons, thenth term of
H, andn8th term of He in Eq.~3!, we find the growth rates
for H cyclotron waves

g.
~v r2nVH!2lDH

2

v rGn~mH!a F vTe

lDe
2

]g

]v i
U

v i5vr /ki

2
1

lDH
2

v rGn~mH!

kivTH
expS 2

~v r2nVH!2

2ki
2vTH

2 D
2

1

lDHe
2

v rGn8~mHe!

kivTHe
expS 2

~v r2n8VHe!
2

2ki
2vTHe

2 D G . ~7!

Here,a is defined as

a511
Gn8~mHe!

Gn~mH!

lDH

lDHe

~v r2nVH!2

~v r2n8VHe!
2

, ~8!

which reduces to unity whennHe50. The second and third
terms in Eq.~7! represent the damping due to cyclotron res
nances of H and He, respectively. The growth rates o
cyclotron waves are also proportional to]g(v i)/]v i at v i

5v r /ki , if the cyclotron damping is negligible.

III. SIMULATION

A. Method and parameters

We study the nonlinear evolution of current-driven ins
bilities and associated energy transport in a multi-ion-spe
plasma, using a two-dimensional~two space and three veloc
ity components!, electrostatic particle code with full ion elec
tron dynamics;29 i.e., we use a nonrelativistic equation o
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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motion for particles and use Gauss’s law for electric fiel
The system size isLx3Ly5128Dg3256Dg , whereDg is the
grid spacing. We use periodic boundary conditions. The c
has three particle species; H, He and electrons. Their t
numbers are NH56 946 816, NHe5720 896, and Ne

58 388 608. The mass ratios aremH /me5100, mHe/mH

54; the charge ratios areqH /uqeu51 and qHe/qH52; the
temperature ratios areTe/TH55.0 andTHe/TH51; the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency isuVeu/vpe52.0. The Debye length
is lDe5Dg . The time stepDt is vpeDt50.15. The externa
magnetic field is in they direction. Given these parameter
the system covers the wave numbers 0<kirH<14 and 0
<k'rH<14 with the spacing D(kirH)50.055 and
D(k'rH)50.11 ink space.

For these parameters, the simulations are stable ag
numerical instabilities.30 The total energy in the simulation i
conserved; its change fromvpet50 to 3000 is only 0.05%.

B. Dispersion relations for simulation parameters

Initially, the electrons have a shifted Maxwell distribu
tion, Eq. ~2! with

g~v i!5exp@2~v i2vd!
2/2vTe

2 #. ~9!

The drift speed is taken to bevd5vTe. For these initial con-
ditions and parameters, we numerically solve Eq.~3!, retain-
ing terms fromn50 to 10 for all the ion species and ele
trons. It is found that ion acoustic waves and H cyclotr
waves are unstable, while He cyclotron waves are stable

Figure 1 shows linear dispersion relations of the i
acoustic waves. In the upper panel, the frequencyv r and the
growth rateg of the wave propagating parallel to the ma
netic field (k'50) are plotted as functions of the wave num
ber ki . The lower panel shows a contour map ofg in the

FIG. 1. Dispersion relations of ion acoustic waves. In the upper panel,
frequencyv r and the growth rateg of parallel ion acoustic waves (k'

50) are plotted as functions ofki . In the lower panel, a contour map ofg
in the (ki ,k') plane is shown.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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(ki ,k') plane. The mode withkirH51.1 andk'rH50 has
the greatest growth rate;g50.5VH with v r52.7VH .

The fundamental (n51) and second (n52) harmonic H
cyclotron waves are unstable. Their growth rates, howe
are smaller than those of the ion acoustic waves. Figur
shows dispersion relations of the fundamental H cyclot
waves. The upper panel showsv r andg as functions of the
perpendicular wave numberk' (ki is fixed to be kirH

50.11). The mode withk'rH50.5 has the largest growth
rate, g50.13VH , with the frequencyv r51.4VH . Contour
lines ofg in the (ki ,k') plane are plotted in the lower pane
The growth rateg has large values whenk'rH.0.5 and
kirH*0.1.

Figure 3 shows dispersion relations of the second h
monics; in the upper panel,v r and g are plotted for the
waves withkirH50.11. The lower panel shows a conto
map ofg. The growth rates are low and the unstable reg
is small, compared with the ion acoustic waves and the f
damental H cyclotron waves. We note that the wave w
wave number (kirH ,k'rH)5(0.11,0.75) is almost stable
with a very small growth rateg50.008VH . It will be shown
later by simulations, however, that this mode eventually
velops into a dominant one.

C. Evolution of waves

In this subsection, we study the nonlinear evolution
the ion acoustic waves, fundamental and second harmon
cyclotron waves. It will be shown that the ion acoustic wav
initially grow fastest. However, they quickly saturate
small amplitudes. The fundamental H cyclotron waves th
begin to grow rapidly. After their saturation, the second h
monics are destabilized; they grow to the largest amplitud
even though they are only marginally unstable in the lin
theory based on the initial conditions.

eFIG. 2. Dispersion relations of fundamental H cyclotron waves. The up
panel showsv r and growth rateg as functions ofk' for kirH50.11, while
the lower panel shows a contour map ofg in the (ki ,k') plane.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Figure 4 shows typical time evolution of an ion acous
wave and two different H cyclotron waves. Here, the elec
field energiesuEku2 are normalized tomevTe

2 and are aver-
aged over the time periodvpet524. The dotted line~a! rep-
resents an ion acoustic wave with the wave number (kirH ,
k'rH)5(0.94, 0.11). The dashed line~b! and solid line~c!
show H cyclotron waves with (kirH ,k'rH)5~0.11, 0.55!
and ~0.11, 0.77!, respectively. We will refer to these mode
as modes~a!, ~b! and~c!, respectively. In the early stage, th
ion acoustic wave~a! grows fastest. The observed initia
growth rate,g.0.48VH , is in good agreement with the the
oretical prediction,g50.52VH . However, this mode is
quickly saturated and is damped after the timevpet.150. In
the beginning, mode~b! grows slowly. However, atvpet
.300, it begins to grow with a larger growth rate,g
.0.45VH , than the theoretical valueg50.13VH obtained
from the initial velocity distribution functions. The saturatio
occurs atvpet.600, which is followed by the amplitude

FIG. 3. Dispersion relations of second harmonic H cyclotron waves

FIG. 4. Time variation ofuEku2 of an ion acoustic wave and two H cyclotro
waves. The dotted line~a! shows an ion acoustic wave with (kirH ,k'rH)
5(0.94,0.11). The dashed line~b! and the solid line~c! represent H cyclo-
tron waves with (kirH ,k'rH)5~0.11, 0.55! and ~0.11, 0.77!, respectively.
Here, uEku2 is normalized tomevTe

2 and is averaged over the time perio
vpet524.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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oscillation with a periodvpet.440. Finally, atvpet.600,
mode ~c! starts to grow rapidly; the observed growth ra
during the period fromvpet5600 to vpet51,000 is g
.0.2VH . The growing continues until the timevpet.1500.
Even though mode~c! is only marginally unstable in the
initial state, its amplitude eventually becomes much lar
than those of modes~a! and ~b!.

Figure 5 shows a frequency spectrum for mode~b! ob-
tained from thex component of the electric field for th
period from vpet50 to 3000. There are two peaks due
fundamental and second harmonic H cyclotron waves,
spectively. The latter is initially stable but is eventually d
stabilized by the change in the electron velocity distributi
function. The amplitude oscillation of mode~b!, which was
shown in Fig. 4, is caused by the beating between the f
damental and the second harmonic waves. The freque
spectrum for mode~c! is shown in Fig. 6. The peak is forme
by the second harmonic H cyclotron wave; its frequencyv
.2.4VH is in good agreement with the theoretical valuev
52.3VH .

In Figs. 4–6, we investigated the development of th
typical modes. We now discuss the evolution of many d
ferent modes. Figure 7 shows distributions ofuEku2 in the
(ki ,k') plane atvpet5600, 1800, 3000, and 4800. The siz
of a filled circle represents the magnitude of the field ener
uEku2, of a mode (ki ,k'). At vpet5600, the fundamental H
cyclotron mode (kirH ,k'rH)5~0.22, 0.66! has the largest
energy. Then, atvpet51800, the modes with smallerki are
growing, and mode~c! has the greatest energy. It remains t
dominant mode after this time. The modes (60.11, 0.66! and
(60.11, 0.88! are the second harmonic H cyclotron wave

FIG. 5. Frequency spectrum for mode~b!.

FIG. 6. Frequency spectrum for mode~c!.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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while the modes (60.055, 0.44! are the fundamental H cy
clotron waves. Note that the most unstable ion acou
waves havekirH;1 and are not shown here.

D. Evolution of electron distribution

The waves and electron velocity distribution functio
strongly affect each other. It will be shown here that t
instabilities of three kinds of waves with different phase v
locities give rise to flattening of the electron distributio
function over a wide velocity region.

Figure 8 shows evolution of the distribution function f
parallel electron velocity; becauseB is in they direction, it is
defined as

f e~v i![NeE Fedvxdvzdxdy. ~10!

The left panel shows its overall profiles atvpet50 and 3000,
while the right one gives its expanded views at various tim

FIG. 7. Distributions ofuEku2 in the (ki ,k') plane atvpet5600, 1800,
3000, and 4800. The magnitude ofuEku2, normalized tomevTe

2 , is shown of
a filled circle.

FIG. 8. Evolution of the distribution function for parallel electron velocit
f e(v i). The overall profiles atvpet50 and 3000 are plotted in the left pane
Its expanded views atvpet50, 300, 600, and 1500 are plotted in the rig
panel. Three vertical lines~a!, ~b!, and~c! represent parallel phase velocitie
of modes~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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The vertical lines~a!, ~b!, and~c! show parallel phase veloci
ties,v/ki , of the ion acoustic wave (v/ki50.11vTe), funda-
mental H cyclotron wave (v/ki50.57vTe), and second har-
monic wave (v/ki50.97vTe), respectively. Initially,f e(v i)
is a shifted Maxwellian. However, it is gradually deforme
to have a plateau in the region, 0&v i /vTe&1.5. Inspection
of the right panel~and Fig. 4! indicates that the ion acousti
waves, which have the lowest phase velocities, grow fi
This flattensf e(v i) around their phase velocities, i.e., arou
line ~a!, and makes the slope steep around line~b!. Then, the
fundamental cyclotron waves grow and make the slope
f e(v i) flat around line~b! and steep around line~c!. Finally,
the second harmonics are destabilized, makingf e(v i) flat
around line~c!. In this way,f e(v i) has a large plateau region
ranging from the phase velocities of the ion acoustic wa
to those of the second harmonic H cyclotron waves. After
saturation of mode~c!, rapid growing modes were not ob
served in this simulation.

E. Ion heating

Heavy-ion heating perpendicular to the magnetic field
observed in the simulations. It is caused by cyclotron re
nance with the second harmonic H cyclotron waves. Figur
displays time variations of the electron drift speed~parallel
velocity averaged over all the electrons!, total electric field
energy, and kinetic energies of electrons, H and He ions;
solid and dashed lines in the lower three panels repre

FIG. 9. Time variations of electron drift speed, total electric field ener
and total kinetic energies of electron, H, and He. Electron drift speed, e
tric field energy, and kinetic energies are normalized tovTe , mevTe

2 , and
initial kinetic energies, respectively.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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perpendicular energyK' and parallel energyK i , respec-
tively. Here, the electron drift speed, electric field ener
and kinetic energies are normalized tovTe, mevTe

2 , and ini-
tial kinetic energies, respectively. The electron drift spe
gradually decays with time. The parallel kinetic energy
electrons is transferred to the ion kinetic energies through
unstable waves. In both H and He ions,K' increases much
more thanK i . (K i of He ions is almost constant. Its chang
is less than 1% in this simulation.! After vpet;1,500,K' of
He ions continues to increase more rapidly than that o
ions. As we will see later, both H and He are heated
cyclotron resonances.~The fast increase inK' of H in the
initial phase,vpet&1500, is due to collective motions form
ing the unstable waves.!

We show in Fig. 10 distribution functionsf H(v') for H
ions at various times. Also, we show in Fig. 11 distributi
functions f He(v') for He. Recall the total number of H ion
is ten times as large as that of He. The number of hi
energy particles increases with time. It is especially sign
cant in He ions in high energy regime such thatv' /vTHe

*5.
Figure 12 shows contour maps of the hydrogen distri

tion function f H(v i ,v') at three different times. The par
ticles with v i /vTH.4.0 are heated perpendicularly. The
particles satisfy the resonance condition,v22VH2kiv i

.0, with mode ~c! (v52.4VH , kirH50.11, and

FIG. 10. Perpendicular hydrogen velocity distribution,f H(v'), at vpet50,
3000, and 6000.

FIG. 11. Perpendicular helium velocity distribution,f He(v'), at various
times.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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k'rH50.77!. The resonance occurs in the tail of the paral
velocity distribution. The slow increase inK' of H ions after
the timevpet.1500 shown in Fig. 9 is due to this proces
Figure 13 shows contour maps of the helium distributi
function, f He(v i ,v'). The particles withv i /vTHe.0.65 are
heated by the same wave, mode~c!, through the resonance
v25VHe2kiv i.0. Because the resonance takes place

FIG. 12. Contour maps off H(v i ,v') at vpet50, 3000, and 6000.

FIG. 13. Contour maps off He(v i ,v') at various times.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the region of small parallel velocity, the time rate of chan
in K' of He is much greater than that of H forvpet*1500 as
expected from Eq.~7!.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have studied current-driven instabilities in a tw
ion-species plasma using the particle simulation, with spe
attention to energy transport among different particle spe
through unstable waves.

We considered a plasma consisting of H, He, and e
trons with the density ratio,nHe/nH50.1. The electron tem
perature was taken to be higher than the ion temperat
Te55TH . The initial electron drift speed parallel to the ma
netic field was equal to the electron thermal speed. For
initial simulation parameters, the linear theory predicts t
ion acoustic waves and H cyclotron waves are unsta
while He cyclotron waves are stable. The ion acoustic wa
have larger growth rates than H cyclotron waves.

We then solved the initial value problem of this syste
by using a two-dimensional, electrostatic particle code w
full ion and electron dynamics. The evolution of waves
strongly affected by the shape of the electron parallel ve
ity distribution function, f e(v i), which is likewise changed
by the unstable waves. Initially, ion acoustic waves gr
fastest and deformf e(v i) around their phase velocities. Th
change inf e(v i) stabilizes ion acoustic waves and enhan
growing of fundamental H cyclotron waves. These cyclotr
waves then flattenf e(v i) near their phase velocities. Th
destabilizes the second harmonics. Even though the se
harmonics are only marginally unstable in the initial sta
they eventually grow to the largest amplitudes. They ag
deform f e(v i) around their phase velocities. As a resu
f e(v i) has a flat profile over a wide velocity region.

The second harmonics heat He ions perpendicular to
magnetic field through cyclotron resonance. The helium w
observed to be heated more than the hydrogen. This is
cause He ions have resonances at velocities lower than
thermal velocity, while the resonance of H ions occurs
velocities much higher than their thermal velocity.

The fact that He ions are heated more than H ions is
expected by the linear theory based on the initial conditio
In fact, the parallel phase velocities of the most unstable
acoustic wave are much higher than the thermal speed of
v/ki.2.5vTH55vTHe. Hence, He ions cannot resonate w
the ion acoustic waves. Heating of He ions occurs after
second harmonic cyclotron waves are destabilized. This
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dicates that the linear theory cannot predict which parti
species are heated. We must develop a theory which s
consistently treats the evolution of waves and velocity dis
bution functions. Then, we would be able to account for
energy transport among different particle species in the s
corona or in the Earth’s ionosphere.
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